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Foreword
Dear Friends,
It gives me great pleasure to speak today as the Vice President of ABMSS.
First -a big congratulations for the entire team of ABMSS.
The last year has been a good year with a lot of interesting things happening for our
organization. We have seen 2146 smiles restored, the successful opening of a number
of new cleft centers, launching of fellowship programmes, outreach programmes and
successful fund raising activities and campaigns like the “100 smile drive”.
Special mention for our doctors, support staff, goodwill ambassadors and donors
without whose untiring contributions none of this would have been possible.
Having said that we are far from the truth off our mission of eradication of cleft in
India. Our efforts to increase awareness and acceptance must continue to prevent
these kids from being ostracized from the society. They do have a chance to live
gracefully.
Our vision “what it means to have a better life through better smiles” needs to be
realized through our continued efforts of engaging both society and governments.
Let us make this happen by bridging the gapFor a smile is individual to that persons, forever present and forever part of them.
Thank you to our donor, Deutsche Cleft Kinderhilfe e.V. for creating this opportunity
to be a part of a cause which lights up a million lives.
Good luck and Godspeed to all.

Dr. Ashish Shetty
Vice President
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Operations in 2015/16

The year 2015/16
Comprehensive Care in 2015/16
Speech Therapy (Sessions)

1458

Orthodontic Treatment (Patients)

82

Agra / Uttar Pradesh

225

Ahmedabad / Gujarat

141

Bangalore / Karnataka

01

Bhubaneswar / Odisha

245

Coorg / Karnataka

251

Delhi / Delhi

Search and Awareness:

40

Hyderabad / Telangana

164

Mangalore / Karnataka

06

Mumbai / Maharashtra

17

Mysore / Karnataka

277

Patna / Bihar

247

Pune / Maharashtra

23

Raipur / Chhattisgarh

11

Raigarh / Chhattisgarh

24

Srinagar / Kashmir

66

Surat / Gujarat

157

Visakhapatnam / Andhra Pradesh

497

Total

2,392

The Projects

In India, the aid for Cleft children stands on a very solid and high-quality fundament. In the centers of Agra,
Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Bhubaneswar, Coorg, Delhi (Noida), Mangalore, Mumbai, Mysore, Patna, Pune, Raigarh,
Raipur, Surat and Vishakhapatnam a total of 2,392 operations have been performed along with many continuative
treatments.
The
interdisciplinary
and
comprehensive treatment of
patients is at a high level and
was further strengthened during
the year. Still, it is very difficult
to ensure that operated children
whose families come from poor
backgrounds and sometimes
need to undertake up to a day's
journey to the next Cleft center,
go to the next treatment.

A new and creative way had to
be tried! Therefore, we have
implemented a project in Mysore
to allow operated cleft children
from remote villages to stay in
the center for up to ten days in
order to receive an intensive
therapy in the field of voice and
functional therapy. Our Indian
center directors and surgeons
know that a long-term care and
the normalization of bite (tooth
position), speech, hearing and
facial proportions tremendously
push the self-confidence of cleft
patients and their integration in
the community.
Our charity as a whole has chosen to provide high-quality medical care while at the same time a high number of new
cases are to be treated at the centers. We have observed again in the reporting year that in India too many cleft
patients were operated improperly (by other surgeons who are not known to us) and the number of necessary
functional surgical corrections increased. The installation and financing of quality Cleft centers is more important than
ever. In this respect, we were on an expansion path also in 2015/16 with the establishment of the Cleft center in
Raigarh and Raipur and we are going to pursue this strategy in 2016/17. Annually, up to 50,000 children are born
with a cleft lip and palate in India. The backlog of unoperated cleft patients of estimated one million affected people
only imperceptibly reduces. Approximately every tenth Cleft child in India dies before reaching 1 year of age! Given
this dramatic situation for the families concerned, and in view of the great need for assistance, India remains the
most important project country for Deutsche Cleft Kinderhilfe, our partner organization.

The Graphic displays the project locations supported under ABMSS in the fiscal year, 2015/16.

The Projects
The 2016 Annual Meet of our Partner Surgeons cum
Workshop, Visakhapatnam
Our surgeons and therapists from India, together with
DCKH CEO Mr Alexander Gross, ABMSS General
Secretary Mr Dushyant Prasad.

Cleft center Coorg / Karnataka ( Prof. BS Jayanth )
In Coorg Dr. Jayanth operates in Coorg Institute of Dental Sciences. The region
is one embedded in coffee plantations and rainforest. The children come from
very poor and fair comparison, their parents often work as day laborers on coffee
plantations or rice fields . When Dr. Jayanth the young patients are in the best
hands. The gentle surgeon manages every time to calm the parents and the kids
before surgery. The Coorg Institute of Dental Sciences also has excellent
orthodontic department.

Cleft center Mysore/ Karnataka ( Dr. Manu Prasad S )
Dr. Manu Prasad has been connected to the German Cleft Children's Aid
Society since 2006. First, he was an assistant in the cleft center Ahmedabad,
later he became a senior surgeon in Mangalore and Bangalore. Thanks to our
partner association - the Swiss Children’s Aid Society - we were able to
assign him our first own cleft centre in Mysore in August 2013. The center is
located at St. Joseph's Hospital and has been working in an interdisciplinary
way from the beginning. The surgeon, orthodontist, dentist, speech therapist,
pediatrician and anesthetist are all located on the same floor.

Cleft center Patna / Bihar ( Dr. Uma Shankar )
In India's poorest state Bihar some 100 million people live on just under
100,000 km2. The capital Patna is the second largest city in Northern India
after Kolkata. Providing a contact point and place to go for families with cleft
children had long been our goal. Dr. Shankar operated diligently and with great
commitment and the need for help is huge. The population can not afford
medical treatment. Dr. Shankar performed 236 surgeries in the reporting
period!

Cleft center Surat / Gujarat ( Dr. Nehal Patel )
Surat is a large Indian industrial city which is located not too far north of
Mumbai. Dr. Patel is not only a good surgeon, but also a good organizer.
Originally designed as a small center, the number of operated children, the
majority of whom coming from rural areas, is rather high. Also in 2015/16, Dr.
Patel again organized many information Camps in the countryside and could
help many cleft children from very poor families. He performed a total of 138
operations.
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Cleft center Agra / Uttar Pradesh ( Dr. Gaurav Gupta )
The children operated by Dr. Gupta come from the rural areas of the very
densely populated and agrarian state Uttar Pradesh. With more than 190
million people over an area of 243,000 km2, Uttar Pradesh ranks among the
most densely populated regions on earth. Dr. Gaurav is supported in his work
by his parents and his wife with best efforts. This is how he manages the large
number of operations. In 2014, he carried out 203 interventions.

Cleft center Ahmedabad / Gujarat ( Dr. Shyam Sheth )
Dr. Sheth is a passionate surgeon who treats the children quiet and gentle
and who completes his 12 hour day with high self-discipline and personal
modesty. On many Sundays he goes to the rural areas of the federal state of
Gujarat in order to carry out information events for affected families and to
examine local children. For personal reasons he had to reduce the number
of operations in 2013/14, but already in 2014/15 he was again able to realize
about 180 interventions, in 2015/16 the number was 140.

Cleft center Delhi (Noida) / National Capital Region ( Dr.
Anshul Shinghal)
Noida Cleft is being run under the direction of Dr. Anshul Singhal, at Kailash
hospital, Noida since February, 2012. It is a 350 bedded tertiary service
provider with a contemporary care delivery mechanism in place. All the
primary as well as secondary cleft and craniofacial deformities are
addressed with utmost planning and diligence. Delhi being the capital has
the best network in terms of logistics via rail-, road- and air-travel. Despite a
tough competition amongst the neighboring age old Cleft projects under
various banners, this centre has survived well on the basis of holistic
counseling of parents/ ethical practice/ good team work/ satisfactory patient
reviews.

Cleft center Visakhapatnam / Andhra Pradesh ( Dr. Siva
Reddy )
Dr. Reddy is an experienced surgeon and well networked in
Vishakhapatnam. Local organizations intensively help him with regards to
awareness raising and to find the children. The patients mostly come from
rural areas in Visakhapatnam, Vijayanagaram, Ernakulum, East and West
Godavari and neighboring mountain areas of the South of Orissa and
Chhattisgarh. Since 2012 the center can count on an excellent voice and
functional therapist who understands like no other the difficult situation for
parents and children from weak economic backgrounds. With 455
operations, the number of operations conducted in the center continues to
be higher than the average.
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Cleft center Hyderabad / Telangana ( Dr. Vijay Kumar)
Hyderabad, the city of pearls, is considered as one of the cities providing the
best medical and surgical care and patients are seen coming here with hope and
anticipation. Dr. A. Vijay Kumar, Director of A.V.R Facial Hospital, is based in
the heart of Hyderabad and has been working with us since 2014. His hospital is
considered as one of the major centres providing treatment for cleft lip & cleft
palate for children and adults alike. His team consists of dedicated doctors,
therapists and nurses who strive to provide the best treatment, support and
extend their care and concern for the rehabilitation of these patients.

Cleft center Mumbai / Maharashtra ( Dr. Nisheet Agni )
Dr. Nisheet Agni restarted the Mumbai Cleft Centre, with the help of ABMSS at
Navneet Hi-Tech hospital, Dahisar E from July 2015. It is a Trust hospital which
has a state of the art modular operating theatre and a centrally air conditioned
ward and caters to hundreds of surgeries every year for needy people. We
organize screening camps in association with NGO’s in various regions in the
interior of Maharashtra. Underprivileged patients with cleft deformities are
treated with utmost compassion and empathy not only by the surgeon, but also
by the other hospital staff. The centre has a comprehensive cleft team including
an Orthodontist, pediatrician and speech therapist.

Cleft center Pune / Maharashtra ( Dr. Samrat Sabhlok )
The Pune cleft centre is being run by Dr Samrat Sabhlok and Dr Pushkar
Waknis at the Sai Shree Hospital which is a very well equipped hospital. Pune is
amongst the biggest districts of Maharashtra with more than 2000 villages under
its wings. Dr Samrat has been connected to the German Cleft Children’s Aid
society since 2010, first as an assistant surgeon at the Bhubaneshwar Cleft
Centre and now as a Centre Head in the Pune Cleft Centre. Dr Samrat and his
team caters to the cleft patients of the rural belt of surrounding districts as well
as pune including Ahmednagar, Raigad, Nashik and Satara. Along with having a
great team of Surgeons, anesthetist and orthodontist, the centre has an
excellent department of speech therapy and audiology.

Cleft center Raipur / Chhattisgarh ( Dr. (Mrs.) Nirved Jain)
Chhattisgarh a relatively nearly formed state in central India is developing fast having a
population of 28 milion people of which 80% are living in rural areas and 30% of the
total population is tribal. Dr. Nirved Jain is the leading female plastic surgeon in Raipur
possessing over 25 years of experience performing a wide range of procedures in the
field of plastic surgery. Since our short association from January 2016 we have
successfully conducted 10 surgeries in the reporting period. However we are striving
hard to reach higher goals with proper organization and team work.
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Cleft center Mangalore / Karnataka ( Dr. Naveen Rao )
Just 3 months back, in February 2016, our most recent centre Mangalore has
opened its doors. We are very proud that this centre is already conducting a
good number of cleft surgeries. Two cleft camps were held in Kasargod and
Kanhangad (Kerala). Dr. Prof. Naveen Rao is one of the most senior cleft
surgeons in Mangalore and has been constantly trying to improve the treatment
standards in the region. Mangalore as a medical hub is well connected to the
surrounding areas. Our center even sees an influx of patients for cleft surgeries
from the neighboring states Kerala and Goa as well as from the Eastern and
North Eastern parts of Karnataka.

Cleft center Bhubaneswar / Odisha ( Dr. Sobhan Mishra )
The Cleft center Bhubaneswar provides medical care to Cleft children in India’s
second poorest state Odisha. The aid is aimed especially at the native people of
India, the "Adivasi“ who account for over a fifth of Odisha’s 42 million
inhabitants. They live in the forests of the mountainous state (up to 1,600m) and
many of them have no access to medical care at all. The Cleft center is housed
in the Sri Sri Borda Hospital in the capital Bhubaneswar. In the reporting year,
Dr. Mishra performed 232 operations.

Cleft center Srinagar / Kashmir ( Dr. Mohammad Shakeel )
Dr. Shakeel has been able to accommodate the center in a very well-equipped
hospital, the "New City Hospital Bemina". Especially for the Cleft operations
there is an operating room and an infirmary for the young patients. The
cooperation between surgeon, orthodontist, speech therapist and pediatrician is
outstanding. The whole team is working with great love and expertise for the
good of the children. Dr. Shakeel also treats children coming from the rural
regions of Kashmir which are difficult to access. Since the number of
interventions also depends on the security situation in Kashmir it amounted to
55 in 2015/16.

Cleft center Raigarh / Chhattisgarh ( JSPL Foundation )
In association with the Jindal Steel and Power Limited Foundation we provided
free cleft lip and palate surgeries at the OP Jindal Fortis Hospital in Raigarh.
The patients from the surrounding areas of Chhattisgarh were benefitted by this
project.

Events in 2015 - 16

Mysore Warriors – Thanks for your
Donation
The Mysuru Warriors, also called as MW, is
a Mysuru based Franchise of the Karnataka
Premier League (KPL). The team powered
by Cycle Pure Agarbathies donated one lakh
rupees to ABMSS under their CSR activities.
Mysuru Warriors as a team embodies the
excitement & attitude that is unique to
Mysore, the Cultural & Heritage Capital of
Karnataka State. The sole purpose of the
team is to excite cricket enthusiasts across
the region, encourage & inspire the younger
generation who wish to succeed in sports.
The values of the team resonates Spirit of
Mysore, which is the hunger to succeed
irrespective of the challenges in their way.
The ideals of the team are enthusiasm,
courage, imagination & the urge to be
successful. This is very similar to the values
and motivation of ABMSS.

Workshop on Anaesthesia for Cleft Surgery, Bangalore

ABMSS Project Animators Training 2015

Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu
Karl Kübel Institute for Development Education (KKID)
4th - 6th June 2015

SOHAM FROM GUJARAT:
Thank you for your help!

Medical Equipment supplied by Karl Storz

State-of-the-Art Intubation Fiberscope
This item is necessary for carrying out safe surgeries for pediatric
patients (mainly babies) for safe intubation of anesthesia for the
cleft surgeries.

Dr. Mohammad Shakeel
Cleft center Srinagar / Kashmir

Fellowship Program

Dr. Laiphrakpam Girindra Singh (Coorg)
Dr. Laiphrakpam Girindra Singh has started his fellowship on the 03. Juli
2015 at Cleft Center Coorg. There he works and learns under the
guidance of one of our most experienced surgeons, Dr. Jayanth B.S. He
has assisted 68 surgeries and performed individually 2 surgeries.
Furthermore, he has gained good exposure to diagnose, work up, and
treatment plan of all Cleft deformities.
Dr. C. Charan Kumar Reddy (Vishakapatnam)
Dr. C Charan Kumar Reddy ist a fellow at Durga Hospital, our Cleft Centre
in Vishakapatnam since 01. September 2015. He assists Prof. Dr.
Sivanagendra Reddy in all areas of cleft care and has already taken part
in more than 100 surgeries. His tasks comprise the admission of the
patients, the diagnosis of the cleft defect, surgery preparation,
postoperative care, counseling parents for further follow up and suture
removal, photodocumentation and datamanagement.
Dr. Anushree N. (Mysore)
Dr. Anushree has joined for a fellowship with ABMSS on 1st of July 2015.
Her tasks comprise the admission the patients, the diagnosis of the cleft
defect, surgery preparation, postoperative care , counseling parents for
further follow up and suture removal and coordination with the specialists
from the disciplines speech therapy, orthodontics and ENT. In addition to
her work at St. Joseph’s Hospital in Mysore, she organizes cleft
awareness camps in close cooperation with schools in rural areas,
creating awareness about cleft and the free treatment services of ABMSS.
Dr. Kamran Khan (Hyderabad)
Dr. Kamran Khan has joined A.V.R Facial Hospital, Hyderabad, on 1st
February 2016. Since he has joined, he is actively participating in all
activities regarding clefts and maxillofacial surgeries. Initially he observed
a couple of cleft cases and then has assisted in about 80 cases till date.
The work that he is doing comprises admission of patients, pre-operative
and intraoperative photographs and record maintenance, patient care and
assistance in the operation theatre. Recently, he has started doing
suturing for cleft lip.

We acknowledge the support of Wolfgang Müller-Osten Stiftung for
the fellowship program.

The Cleft Child who became a Flight Attendant: ABMSS in
the Bangalore Mirror

Cooperation with Kosmoderma Clinics

In February 2016, a fantastic opportunity emerged that
is going to enable ABMSS to even further extend our
services: Kosmoderma Clinics has joined as a partner
and offers cosmetic treatments such as state-of-the-art
lip fillers and laser interventions free of cost. But
shouldn’t charity tackle the basic problems only? The
reason why we are convinced such treatments are as
essential is that we believe that every child has the right
to a dignified life. Especially in India, family ties build
the fundament of societal living together and this
includes getting a good job and - of course - marriage.
Therefore, we are very glad to help our patients with an
improved look which helps them reintegrate into
mainstream society. This enables them to lead a
completely normal and independent life.

Chytra V Anand
Founder and CEO
Kosmoderma Clinics

Ms. Bharani received a free laser treatment
comprising 6 sessions from Kosmoderma.

One of the first persons to be supported under
the roof of this partnership is Ms Bharani from
Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh. Ms Bharani has
undergone two cleft surgeries when she was
a baby. Although being a very successful
Engineering student today, she claims to be
still treated differently because of the scar in
her lip. In order to improve this situation and
with it her self-esteem, Bharani has received a
free laser treatment by Kosmoderma
Clinics. We hope that this cooperation will
continue as successful as it has started and
that many more of our patients can benefit
from it.

Why I am happy to be associated with ABMSS

MY TESTIMONIAL:
“No one knows how many lives will
never be lives. How many children
will never eat or speak properly.
Never go to school or hold a job.
How many boys and girls will
go through their entire life
without ever beginning to smile?
The greatest tragedy is that all these children are suffering not
because they were born with a cleft, but because they are poor,
too poor to pay for a cleft surgery that has been around for

decades. The goal of the work being done by ABMSS is to recreate
smiles among these children, spread happiness to families and
trigger confidence in these children to face the world with a
positive attitude towards life.”
Dr. A. Vijay Kumar
ABMSS Cleft Surgeon
Director of A.V.R Facial Hospital Hyderabad

A Big Success – The 100 Smile Drive

Fundraising has taken place in
India only for last year.
Although we are very new on
the field of acquiring money in
the country itself, our first
campaign that was launched
during Diwali time became a
success. With the dedicated
actions of voluntary supporters
the numbers of surgeries
raised during even excelled our
target of 100. In the end we
could count the funds to make
114 children smile. Special
Thanks goes to Dr. Ashish
Shetty, Board Member and
excellent advocate of the cause
who managed to convinced a
large number of people to make
a
contribution.
Another
important
supporter
who
decisively contributed to the
success of the campaign is Mrs
Ramya Lokesh. Special thanks
also to Prashant Miranda who
backed up the Drive with his
wonderful illustrations and
graphics.

Thank you very much to all our supporters!

Mrs. Amrutha Patil
Mrs. Aparna Goyal
Mrs. Asha Satish
Dr. (Mrs.) B Subshchandra Shetty
Mrs. Bindu Satish Chandra
Mrs. Chithra Babu
Mr. Dilip Ranga Swamy
Mrs. Dipika Daaga
Mr. Dushyant Prasad
Dr. (Mr.) Ferzaan Nariman Engineer
Mr. Gautam Gupta
Mr. Georg Graf
Mr. Gopendra Khetan
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Mr. Hitesh Kumar M
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Mr. Santosh Kumar Agrawal
Mrs. Savitha Atur
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Mrs. Shubha
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Mr. Sridhar Reddy
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Thank you very much to all our supporters!

Bangalore North Round Table Trust

Annual Meeting of the Board

Left to Right: Mr. Ameet Mirpuri, Dr. Raghu Yelaverthi, Dr. Ashish Shetty, Mr. Alexander Gross,
Mr. Ajay Kumar P K, Mr. Mahesh Shandilya, Mr. Dushyant R Prasad
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AKILA BHARATHA MAHILA SEVA SAMAJA
No. 268, 6th Cross First Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore - 560011
RECEIPTS & PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2016
RECEIPTS
AMOUNT
PAYMENTS
AMOUNT
OPENING BALANCE
CLEFT PROJECT - AGRA
3,164,360.00
Cash on Hand
113.17
CLEFT PROJECT - BHUBANESHWAR 2,978,550.00
State Bank of Mysore- 54040844220
79,144.84
CLEFT PROJECT - COORG
3,224,000.00
State Bank of Mysore- 54040844231
628,266.25
CLEFT PROJECT - DELHI
516,900.00
Canara Bank -1168101083936
2,827.00
CLEFT PROJECT - HYDERABAD
1,844,400.00
FOREIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
36,408,823.00
CLEFT PROJECT - MANGALORE
13,100.00
SUNDRY CREDITORS
743,563.00
CLEFT PROJECT - MUMBAI
195,400.00
LOCAL ACCOUNT
CLEFT PROJECT - MYSORE
4,446,895.00
Donations Received
1,864,247.00
CLEFT PROJECT - PATNA
3,401,550.00
CSR Grant
858,000.00
CLEFT PROJECT - PUNE
271,700.00
Others
39,510.00
CLEFT PROJECT - RAIPUR
141,000.00
PAYABLES
CLEFT PROJECT - SRINAGAR
1,056,000.00
Others
540.00
CLEFT PROJECT - SURAT
2,382,000.00
CLEFT PROJECT - VISAKHAPATNAM 6,750,050.00
OTHER PROGRAMMES
2,098,852.50
ADMIN EXPENSES
1,394,720.78
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
106,945.00
DEPOSITS & ADVANCES
Fixed Deposit
1,487,000.00
Rental Advance
223,500.00
Sundry creditor (2014-15)
1,652,957.00
TDS (2014-15)
128,635.00
CLOSING BALANCE
Cash on Hand
113.17
State Bank of Mysore- 54040844220
1,618,148.01
State Bank of Mysore- 54040844231
1,525,316.80
Canara Bank -1168101083936
2,941.00
Total
40,625,034.26
Total
40,625,034.26
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For RADHAKRISHNA UPADHYA & CO.,
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
sd/M rs. Laxmi Anand Rao - President
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sd/M r. Ajay Kumar P K – Treasurer
PLACE: BANGALORE
DATE : 20/06/2016

sd/M r. Radhakrishna - Proprietor

Please, gift a smile....
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Donations made to the society are exempted u/s 80G of I.T Act., 1961.
For donations from outside India, please contact us at spaltkinder@gmail.com
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